
GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY PRACTICE UNIT 4

Grammar

1 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1 I ______________________________ (not speak) to Ian again if he doesn’t 

come to my party.

2 Terence wouldn’t watch TV if he ______________________________ 

(have) something better to do.

3 If you ______________________________ (own) a car, would you give me 

a lift home?

4 Gary ______________________________ (not wear) a hat if it hadn’t been 

so cold out there.

5 Dan wouldn’t have any money if he ______________________________ 

(lose) his job.

6 Unless you ______________________________ (get) up very early, you’ll 

miss the sunrise.

2 Read the situations. Then write responses using the prompts.

1 Tony’s lost his job and has no money.

Oh dear. If / he / have / some money, / he / be able to / go shopping.

__________________________________________________________

2 I’ve hurt my arm and can’t take part in the competition.

What a shame. You / win / if / you / take part.

__________________________________________________________

3 You know Joe. Can you tell him about the party?

Sure. If I / see / him, / I / tell / him.

__________________________________________________________

4 Look! There’s the bus.

I know. Come on! We / catch it / if / you / hurry up.

__________________________________________________________
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5 The library’s closed.

What a shame. If it / be / open, / I / borrow / a book.

__________________________________________________________

3 Rewrite the sentences using the third conditional.

1 Mandy didn’t see the movie, but she would have loved it.

If ________________________________________________________.

2 Simon missed the bus because he didn’t leave on time.

Simon ____________________________________________________.

3 Paul could have won the prize, but he didn’t enter the competition.

If ________________________________________________________.

4 Jack lost his map so he couldn’t find the hostel.

If ________________________________________________________.

5 Sally didn’t help Peter make dinner because she didn’t have time.

Sally _____________________________________________________.

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1 Mike ______________________________ (fix) the TV later today if he 

______________________________ (have) his tools, but unfortunately he’s 

left them at home.

2 They  (come) if you ______________________________ (invite) them. So, 

why didn’t you ask them?

3 If I ______________________________ (have) the qualifications, I 

______________________________ (apply) for the job this minute!

4 If he ______________________________ (be beaten), he 

______________________________ (feel) disappointed. Fortunately, 

though, he won.

5 We ______________________________ (not lose) if Susie 

______________________________ (not play) so badly. She was hopeless!
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5 Complete the sentences with the words in the box. 

as long as    even if    unless    provided that

1 I don’t like you very much and I wouldn’t help you ______________ you 

paid me!

2 I’m broke. I can’t go shopping ______________ you lend me some money.

3 ______________ you keep your part-time job, you’ll save enough money for

the holiday.

4 The customer would have had access to his account ______________ he had 

filled in both forms correctly.

6 Write sentences using the prompts.

1 If only / I / not miss / film / TV / last night.

__________________________________________________________

2 If only / Rob / buy / tickets / yesterday. 

__________________________________________________________

3 I wish / you / not leave / washing / outside / yesterday.

__________________________________________________________

4 I / wish / you / be quiet / now! 

__________________________________________________________

7 Translate the sentences into your own language.

1 Amy wouldn’t go even if you invited her.

__________________________________________________________

2 I would learn to swim if I were you.

__________________________________________________________

3 I wish you didn’t have to go.

__________________________________________________________

4 We won’t have any food unless you go shopping.

__________________________________________________________
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Vocabulary

1 Complete the sentences with the correct words.

1 If something is a ______________, then it costs less than usual and is good 

value.

2 A ______________ is a big shop selling many different kinds of items, such 

as clothes, furniture, perfumes, etc.

3 If something is ______________, it is completely necessary.

4 A ______________ is a promise by a manufacturer to replace or repair a 

product that does not work.

5 A ______________ product is not new. Someone has owned it or used it 

before.

6 A ______________ tells you how much a product costs.

7 A ______________ is what you receive when you pay for something. It 

shows the date, the type of product and the price.

8 A ______________ is a reduction in price that shops give you to encourage 

you to buy.

9 ______________ is a limited period when products are cheaper than usual.

10 ______________ is money in notes and coins.

2 Write the words in the box for the statements. 

shop assistant    shopaholic    bargain hunter    window shopper    customer

1 ‘I haven’t got enough money to buy anything, but that doesn’t stop me 

looking!’ ______________

2 ‘OK, so maybe I am a bit of an addict, but I just love going shopping!’ 

______________

3 ‘I can’t believe how cheap it is. It’s much less than I thought. I think I’ll buy 

two!’ ______________

4 ‘Excuse me, where can I pay for this sweater?’ ______________

5 ‘The changing rooms? They’re over there, on the left.’ ______________
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3 Complete the sentences with the correct words.

1 Can I ______________ €100 from you? I promise to pay you back soon.

2 We ______________ €100 on rides at the fair last weekend.

3 My tablet is still under ______________, so they’ll repair it for me free of 

charge.

4 This software is just a code number, so why does it come on a plastic card in 

a big box? All this ______________ is a waste!

5 Don’t forget, this restaurant doesn’t include ______________ in the prices. 

They add it on to the final bill – and it’s about 20% of the total.

4 Make phrasal verbs using the words in the box. Then complete the sentences 
with the correct form of the phrasal verbs. 

rip    clear    take    give    sign    use    off    back    up    out    away

1 Barry charged me too much money to buy his CD player from him. He 

______________ me ______________!

2 We mustn’t ______________ all sources of fossil fuels. We must save some 

for the future.

3 We ______________ our old toys to charity.

4 We have just managed to ______________ two new members to the team.

5 I’m going to ______________ this jumper  to the shop. It’s too big for me.

6 Have you ______________ your desks yet? They need to be empty.

5 Make nouns using the words in the box. Then complete the sentences with 
the nouns. 

prefer    professional    consumer    popular    attract    press    

generous    depart    appear    environmental

1 Most people have a ______________ for a particular colour. My own 

favourite is green.

2 There is so much ______________ in the world today. We all shop and buy 

things all the time.

3 Beautiful buildings and great shops are just two of the ______________s of 
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visiting Paris.

4 Teenagers are under ______________ from parents and teachers to do well at

school.

5 I’m interested in ______________. I think it’s important to protect the 

natural world.

6 The ______________ of the film star at the awards ceremony surprised 

everyone. Nobody expected her to be there.

7 In an act of great ______________, Dr Clarkson donated €1,000 to the 

school sports fund.

8 We waited for the plane in the ______________ lounge.

9 The ______________ of the tennis star is so great that hundreds of people 

turned up to watch him arrive.

10 These days, there is a lot of ______________ in sport. Athletes get paid well 

but must train hard.
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